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Abstract

This research aims to identify and analyze: 1) The influence of economic status of family, type of school and school status simultaneously against student interest in continuing their studies to university; 2) Effect of family economic status partially on student interest in continuing study on higher education; 3) The influence of type of school partially on student interest in continuing study on higher education; 4) Effect of school status partially on student interest in continuing study on higher education; and 5) Which variable is more dominant in influencing student interest in continuing study to college on students in Secondary School level in the Kedaleman Village, Rogojampi Sub-district, Banyuwangi District. The sampling technique used incidental technique and Snowball sampling as many as 50 students. The data collection technique utilized questionnaire and documentation. The questionnaire method is applied to collect data of independent and the dependent variable. The try out of research instrument were using validity and reliability test. Data analysis technique used is the technique of Binary Logistic Regression Analysis. The results of this study were: 1) The economic status of the family, the type of school and school status simultaneously have a significant influence on student interest in continuing study to higher education; 2) Family economic status partially has a significant impact on student interest in continuing to study on higher education; 3) Type of school partially has a significant impact on students' interest in continuing their studies to higher education; 4) Status of school does not affect the students' interest in continuing their studies to higher education; and 5) The more dominant variables to affect the interest of students in higher education to continue their studies is variable economic status.
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INTRODUCTION

At the present time, the younger generations are required to have a high knowledge so that they are not left behind through the time. Every person must have a good quality in all aspects because the increasing demands and competitive work requires qualified human resources. Education is one way to improve human resources. With education a person will get a wide range of science such as pure and applied science. Education is basically a process to help people in developing themselves, so as to cope with any changes that occur in life.

According to Law No. 20 of 2003 on National Education System that "Secondary education in the form of Senior High School, Islamic High School, Vocational High School and Vocational Islamic High School or other equivalent form". The low perception of education is able to decrease the interest of the students who want to apply for college. Based on the observation of the students of vocational schools on the surrounding community, they expect after graduating in secondary vocational school they can directly having a job so it does not need to continue to pursue a higher education. In the opposite side, from the first the students at the senior high school project themself in order to continue their education to college because the school environment is conducive to proceed study. But there is still a possibility that students will prefer to work or do not continue their studies to university.

The students background is to be a separate consideration in reaching future goals. Sometimes school status also contributed as an obstruction for students to continue their studies. In accordance with Government Regulation No. 29 of 1990 on Secondary Education Article 13, about the difference of private and public schools that if public schools, all matters concerning the school would be regulated by the government, while private schools will be organized by community organizations and it is commonly in the form of a foundation, but must remain within the rules or standards of government. From here, students from public schools will be more motivated to continue the study because the environment will indirectly attract students willingness to continue their studies to university. It is a different matter with private school students. They sometimes had to get their information about the college, while the environment shows negative impact because most students who study at private schools are likely choose to work rather than continue their studies to university.

Another factor which can determine the success of someone’s education is due to the economic status in the family environment. According Sugihartono (2007: 30) "Socio-economic status of parents can be seen from the level of their education, occupation, and income". Today, it is required a lot of scholarships offered by the government exclusively reserved for students from economically disadvantaged families, but they must also prepare loan fund for temporary living expenses while waiting for the process of receiving the scholarship. In order to continue to higher levels of education, it is required proper infrastructure and equipments, and to meet those all, funds are needed. Problem of funds
availability to proceed the higher level education is closely related to the economic status in the family environment. It makes the economic status in the family environment become one of external factor about the emergence of interest in continuing education to a higher level.

Motivation of pursuing education to college needs to be grown on each of student. According Muhibin Syah (2000: 175) motivation to continue their studies to university means students interest to continue their studies to university that grow consciously amongst them. That motivation makes students give more attention to their preference college. Students who have an interest to pursue a higher education will have a sense of fun, attention, interest and willingness to work harder, so that they can compete with other students. That interest can grow on the perception of the students themselves about education.

The purpose of this study was to investigate and analyze: 1) The influence of family economic status, type of school and school status simultaneously on student interest in continuing to study higher education; 2) Effect of family economic status partially on student interest in continuing to study higher education; 3) The influence of school type partially on student interest in continuing to study higher education; 4) Effect of school status partially on student interest in continuing to study higher education; 5) The more dominant variable in influencing students' interest in continuing their studies to university.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

The object of this study is the community of Kedaleman village, Rogojampi Sub-district of Banyuwangi District who is still active as students. The study lasted for 2 months started in November and December 2016. This study is specifically intended for students of class XII because they will be passed beforehand and have to choose either to work or college. The sampling technique was conducted in Incidental technique and Snowball sampling, and involved 50 students as the samples. This type of research is in the form of quantitative research due to dealing with numbers. Identification of variables in this study is structured into two independent variables in the form of family economic status, type of school and school status, as well as the dependent variable that students' interest in continuing their studies to university. Methods of data collection using a questionnaire and documentation. While the methods of data analysis in this study using Binary Logistic Regression Analysis.

**RESULT ANALYSIS**

Based on the hypothesis, the research results are expected to show a significant effect of family economic status, type of school and school status of the student's interest in continuing their studies to university.

Before analyzing the data, researchers conducted a test instrument to test the validity and reliability. After testing the instrument, the results show that all of the items on the questionnaire used were valid with the value of each item <α (0.100) and overall items were very reliable with a value of 0.808 which means that the level
of trust and reliability of the instrument indicates the consistencies of the items were very high.

It is done for data analysis, with the results as follows: 1) The economic status families, types of schools and school status simultaneously having a significant impact on students' interest in continuing their studies to university with p-value Chi-Square 0.000 <\alpha\) (0.05), so it rejects Ho and accepts H1 and the influence of independent variables on the dependent variable of 0.609 or 60.9%, while the remaining 39.1% is influenced by other variables outside of this study. 2) The economic status of families with the Sig. Wald <\alpha\) (0.001 <0.05), so it rejects Ho and accepts H1, resulting in partial economic status has a significant impact on students' interest in continuing their studies to university. 3) Type of school with the Sig. Wald <\alpha\) (0.047 <0.05), so it rejects Ho and accepts H1, resulting in partial types of schools have a significant impact on students' interest in continuing their studies to university. 4) The status of the school with the Sig. Wald >\alpha\) (0.300> 0.05), so it accepts Ho and rejects H1, resulting in partial school status had no effect on students' interest in continuing their studies to university. 5) For a more dominant variable is a variable economic status by looking at the largest value in the column Exp (B) is 0.755 or notice the smallest value in column Sig. Wald is 0.001.

**INTERPRETATION**

Based on the research, it is found that variable of partial economic status has a significant impact on students' interest in continuing their studies to university. Results were in tune with some of the previous studies conducted by Nabila Kharisma and Lyna Latifah (2015), Khoerunisa Fitriany (2014), Sulistiyorini Nurhadiyanti (2014), and Nanik Suryani (2006) all of which are equally stated that the socioeconomic status of parents has a significant influence on the interest of continuing education to college. This means that the better the economic status of the family that owned by the parents, the more increase of the students interest to continue their studies to university.

The research also shows that partially variable types of schools have a significant impact on students' interest in continuing their studies to university. Results were in tune with some of the previous studies conducted by Khoerunisa Fitriani (2014), and Ayu Dwi Febriani (2015) were both equally declare that the type / school environment occupied by students has a significant impact on students' interest in continuing education to college. At theories which have been put forward that logically students who come from public schools would have been inclined to continue their education to college. While students from vocational schools tend to choose to work rather than continuing study. Research shows that students who come from public schools have more interest to continue their studies to university than students from vocational schools.

Based on the research, it is found that variable of partial school status has no effect on students' interest in continuing their studies to university. Results were in line with the previous research conducted by
Ayu Dwi Febriani (2015) which states that status does not affect the interest of the school to go to college, so students who attend public and private schools have the same probability to go to college. However, this study is contrary to research conducted by Ninuk Indriyanti, et al (2013), and Khoerunisa Fitriani (2014), which both are equally stated that the status of the school occupied by students have a significant impact on students' interest in continuing education to college. This means that difference kind of school which is public or private, cannot be used as a measure as evidence that students have an interest or not to continue their studies in college.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on test results and statistical analysis, it can be concluded that there are simultaneously a significant difference between the economic status of the family, school type and status of the school to the student's interest in continuing to study at college on the students of secondary level education in the Kedaleman village, Rogojampi Sub-district, Banyuwangi District. There is partially a significant difference between the economic statuses of the student's interest in continuing their studies to university. There is partially a significant difference between the types of school toward students' interest in continuing to higher education study. But the school status variables has no partial effect on students' interest in continuing their studies to university. And among the independent variables, there is a more dominant variable in influencing students' interest to continue their studies to higher education, which is variable of family economic status.

IMPLICATIONS
Based on the conclusions obtained in this study, there are some recommendations and follow-up as follows:

1. All of the independent variable (X) has a simultaneous effect on the dependent variable (Y). Based on earlier theories, students who come from established families, study at public schools, and comes from the popular school (state) will be easier to continue their education to a higher level, because the facilities acquired by the students, ranging from special needs to common needs are very easy to be obtained by students in order to achieve their wish.

2. Students who come from families that have more established economies will be easier to continue their education rather than students who come from poor families. However, in reality, many students who come from poor families also have been successful in continuing their education to a higher level with the help of a scholarship either from the local government or central government.

3. Public school in this case a senior high school / islamic high school prefers their students to be able to continue their education to college because senior high school implements theories in learning so that students are more motivated to study at university. In contrast to the vocational school that prefers to implement practical
activities so that after graduation the students can directly work.

4. Public Schools administered by the government, while private schools are managed by the foundation. So sometimes public schools are preferred by the government rather than private schools, which have less complete learning facilities rather than public schools. However, this study proves that students from public and private schools have equal opportunity in determining the students to continue their education to a higher level.

5. The more dominant variable in this study is the family’s economic status variables (X1) which has a greater impact than other variables. In another study, family economic status variables are always have a relationship and influence on the interests of students on continuing to college.
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